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Objective: To investigate whether metacognitive impairments in self-awareness and self-monitoring occur in patients with frontotemporal dementia (FTD), particularly among those with prominent social and dysexecutive impairments.

Methods: Patients diagnosed with FTD were divided by clinical subtype (social–dysexecutive (n = 12) and constituent subgroups of progressive non-fluent aphasia and semantic dementia) and compared with subjects with probable Alzheimer's disease (AD, n = 11) and age-matched healthy controls (n = 11). All subjects completed comprehensive behavioural ratings scales, which were compared with caregiver ratings. Subjects also rated their test performances in verbal associative fluency, word list learning, and memory task with comparisons made between actual and judged performance levels.

Results: The FTD sample as a whole showed significantly less behavioural self-awareness and self-knowledge than the AD and healthy control samples. FTD patients with prominent social and dysexecutive impairments demonstrated the most extensive loss of self-awareness and self-knowledge, significantly overrating themselves in multiple social, emotional, and cognitive domains, and failing to acknowledge that any behavioural change had occurred in most areas. The remaining clinical samples showed select and minimal discrepancies. All clinical groups were significantly unaware of their apathy levels. Most FTD patients judged episodic cognitive test performance adequately, with partial difficulties observed in the socially impaired and progressive non-fluent aphasia subgroups.

Conclusions: FTD patients, particularly those with prominent social and dysexecutive impairments, exhibit profound metacognitive anosognosia that may represent a loss of self-awareness, self-monitoring, and self-knowledge, likely related to significant prefrontal pathophysiology. Other FTD clinical groups and AD patients showed less pervasive and more select metacognitive deficiencies.

Metacognition refers to diverse processes of self-knowledge, self-monitoring, and self-regulation that contribute to adaptive behaviour in complex and changing environments. Metacognition is considered a domain of information processing that comprises personal awareness and knowledge as well as adaptive strategies. These processes can be operationalised as experimental measures in certain tasks. For example, individuals can be asked to predict their expected performance in a particular task, such as learning a word list. This entails derived self-knowledge of abilities (established on the basis of various previous experiences, incorporation of feedback, and self-reflection), experiences and synthesis of that information for judgement purposes. Individuals can also be asked how hard or easy it will be to learn particular words, as in judgement of learning measures that draw upon knowledge of stimulus characteristics and previous experience with those types of items. In addition to self-predictions, metacognition can be probed by securing judgements of how individuals actually performed after the task is completed. This facet emphasises a self-monitoring aspect of metacognition and permits comparisons of perceived versus actual performance.

Metacognitive processing is also thought to contribute to self-regulation of behaviour through central executive functions. This includes how effectively and accurately an individual can use self-knowledge and self-monitoring abilities to guide cognition and behaviour in social and non-social contexts. Standardised behavioural scales provide the commonest approach to surveying these functions in real-world settings on a daily basis, often with confirmatory information from caregivers and family members.

In neurobehavioural studies, metacognition has been associated predominantly with prefrontal cortical systems through studies of patients with focal cerebral lesions. For example, prefrontal damage has been associated with overestimation of abilities, lack of awareness of deficits, inability to learn from experience as well as use feedback about behaviour, contributing to severe decision making and self-regulatory defects. These impairments are often described as forms of anosognosia that occur within problem solving and social–emotional contexts even though general cognitive abilities remain intact. Such findings suggest that clinical disorders of self-awareness and metacognition can be associated with prefrontal pathophysiology and lead to profound adaptive deficits in daily functioning. Certain lines of research have linked metacognitive deficits to impaired executive functions mediated principally through prefrontal cortical systems, supporting an interrelation between metacognition and executive functions. The other major presentation of self-awareness deficits is that associated with large right middle cerebral artery stroke causing profound hemispatial neglect as well as sensory–motor deficits. In this case, anosognosia is most prominent in sensory–motor and spatial attentional domains.

Metacognition has been examined only minimally in patients with neurodegenerative disease. Although some studies have reported fairly accurate self-prediction and self-monitoring abilities of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in learning and memory tasks, other studies have reported impaired awareness of memory deficits in AD. Barrett et al reported domain specific self-prediction (pretest) and self-monitoring (post-test) deficits when AD patients undertook tasks of visuospatial skill and memory, respectively. Prediction and evaluation of other domains such as naming, limb praxis, attention, and mood were not assessed.

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; PNFA, progressive non-fluent aphasia; SD, senile dementia
comparable with controls. In some reports, metamemory deficits in AD have been correlated with executive function impairments as well as hypoperfusion of the right dorsolateral frontal region.22–24

Metacognition has not been studied empirically in patients with frontotemporal dementia (FTD). Among patients with FTD, those with prominent social and dysexecutive impairments commonly exhibit clinical disorders of self-awareness, self-regulation, and self-monitoring.25 It is suspected that these deficits contribute significantly to their progressive adaptive behavioural difficulties in home, vocational, and social settings, leading to disability and supervisory care.26 FTD patients with predominant frontal cortical pathology on brain magnetic resonance imaging have demonstrated disproportionate deficits in metacognition in comparison to impairments as well hypoperfusion of the right dorsolateral frontal region.22–24 Therefore, we hypothesised that FTD patients with clinically prominent social and dysexecutive impairments typically associated with prefrontal pathology would show measurable and disproportionate deficits in metacognition in comparison to controls. In some reports, metamemory components exhibit clinical disorders of self-awareness, self-regulation, and social adaptation have been linked principally to prefrontal damage involving medial and orbital regions.11 12 31 Therefore, we hypothesised that FTD patients with clinically prominent social and dysexecutive impairments typically associated with prefrontal pathology would show measurable and disproportionate deficits in metacognition in comparison to FTD patients with clinically prominent aphasia and patients with AD. We employed two approaches to measuring aspects of metacognition: (a) quantitative comparison of patient and caregiver appraisals of the patient’s daily functioning on standardised behavioural inventories; and (b) quantitative analysis of self-prediction and self-monitoring abilities on cognitive tasks. To compensate for reporter variation, we compared the results with a sample of healthy controls and the appraisals provided by their respective family members.

METHODS

Subjects
We recruited all patients for longitudinal study through clinical services with a diagnosis of probable AD22 and FTD15–18 based on standard criteria. All patients provided informed consent according to protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Characteristics of the samples are summarised in table 1.

We analysed the FTD sample (n = 27) as a whole and also divided the patients into subgroups according to consensus criteria from prominent clinical and behavioural characteristics.25 35–38 The FTD subgroups included non-aphasic and aphasic patients. The non-aphasic patients demonstrated predominantly social behavioural and dysexecutive impairments (SOC-DYSEX) (n = 12). The aphasic patients were identified as a single group (APHASIC) (n = 15) and also further divided into those with features of either progressive non-fluent aphasia (PNFA) or semantic dementia (SD). All clinical participants were alert, cooperative, and able to complete all tasks presented to them.

We recruited the older healthy control participants from available volunteer resources resulting from local advertisements.

Procedures

Behavioural rating scales
The subjects and their respective caregivers completed a comprehensive series of behaviour rating inventories to survey a broad range of everyday cognitive, social, and emotional behaviours. The modified Brock Adaptive Functioning Inventory37 contains 40 items that query about daily functional capacities in planning, initiation, cognitive flexibility, excessive caution, attention, memory, motivation/arousal, emotionality, impulsivity, aggression, self-monitoring, and empathy. Ratings are standardised along a numeric scale, providing a quantitative score in each domain. Respondents also indicated whether there has been a change in behaviour in ability for each item relative to the patient’s natural baseline (that is, same–different analysis). The Apathy Evaluation Scale40 contains 18 items designed to assess cognitive, behavioural, and emotional aspects of goal-directed behaviour. The scale is particularly sensitive to loss of motivation not attributable to altered consciousness, cognition, or emotional distress. The final instrument that we used was the Interpersonal Reactivity Index, which is designed to assess multiple dimensions of empathy.41 There are four seven-item subscales that tap perspective taking (more cognitively oriented), empathic concern (more affectively oriented), personal distress (emotional oversensitivity to others), and fantasy (ability to imagine oneself in fictional situations). In each behavioural domain, ratings were normalised to range from 0 to 100, providing a basis for comparison across domains and scales. On each item (including both behavioural ratings and ratings of any change), we subtracted the caregiver rating from the respective self-rating of the subject, obtaining a discrepancy score that ranged from negative (caregiver rating the subject as more capable and unchanged in comparison with the subject’s self-rating) to positive (caregiver rating the subject as less capable and changed from baseline in comparison with the subject’s self-rating).

Cognitive tasks
The subjects quantitatively predicted and evaluated their cognitive test performance that was then compared with their actual test scores. The standardised cognitive measures included: verbal associative fluency, word list learning, and verbal memory.

In the verbal associative fluency task, we asked the subjects to generate as many animal names as possible within one minute. Prior to performing the task, they indicated how easy or hard the task would be by marking the predicted difficulty of the task.

Table 1 Characteristics of frontotemporal dementia (FTD total; social–dysexecutive subtype; aphasic subtype; progressive non-fluent aphasia subtype (PNFA); semantic dementia (SD) subtype), Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and healthy control samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total FTD</th>
<th>Social–dysexecutive</th>
<th>Aphasic</th>
<th>PNFA</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of subjects</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (range)</td>
<td>63.64</td>
<td>61.63</td>
<td>68.07</td>
<td>69.00</td>
<td>67.14</td>
<td>73.09</td>
<td>75.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE score</td>
<td>23.45</td>
<td>24.42</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>22.14</td>
<td>23.13</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>29.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.
an X along a visual analogue scale consisting of a 20 cm vertical line on a 21.6 x 27.9 cm sheet of paper. The top of the line was marked by the words CAN SAY MANY WORDS and the bottom was marked by CAN SAY NO WORDS AT ALL. At 5 cm markers, simple face drawings indicated either happiness (at top), neutral (at middle) or sadness (at bottom) to provide a non-verbal cue in rating their expected performance. Immediately following the task, subjects similarly rated how well they performed, using the same scaling procedure with the top now marked by the words VERY HIGH TEST SCORE and the bottom by VERY LOW TEST SCORE. We converted the subject ratings on the visual analogue scale to a proportional quantitative score varying between 0 (very low) and 100 (very high).

In the verbal list learning task, subjects were instructed that they would be read 10 words and they would have to recall all 10 or as many as they could remember. Before actual testing, the subjects indicated how easy or hard it would be to learn 10 words by placing an X along a visual analogue scale, similar to the one described above but with the caption CAN LEARN ALL 10 WORDS at the top and NOT ABLE TO LEARN ANY WORDS AT ALL at the bottom. They then proceeded to three learning trials of the 10 word list taken from the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) battery. Immediately following the third trial, subjects rated how well they performed by placing an X along the visual analogue scale with the captions VERY HIGH LEARNING TEST SCORE at the top and VERY LOW LEARNING TEST SCORE at the bottom. Following 10 minutes of distraction tasks, subjects were enlisted to recall as many of the 10 words as possible for the verbal memory measure. They first predicted their performance and then rated their actual performance in a similar fashion.

RESULTS
Comparisons of samples on background measures indicated that the mean age of SOC-DYSEX group was younger than the control subjects. Differences between subjects’ and caregivers’ scores are in parentheses.

Table 2  Behaviour ratings of subjects with frontotemporal dementia (FTD) versus caregivers across 17 domains in comparison with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and control samples. Differences between subjects’ and caregivers’ scores are in parentheses, with positive values indicating that subjects rated themselves with comparatively more capability in the behaviours domain than their caregivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frontotemporal dementia</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social-behavioral</td>
<td>Self-Caregiver</td>
<td>Caregiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APHASIC (PNFA</td>
<td>Self-Caregiver</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNFA and SD</td>
<td>Self-Caregiver</td>
<td>Caregiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess caution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective taking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathic concern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal distress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of discrepant domains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating scales of cognition, behaviour, emotion, and empathy
Each subject provided comprehensive quantitative ratings of their everyday cognition, behaviour, emotion, and empathy that were then compared with their own caregiver’s or close family member’s ratings. Any discrepancy between subject and caregiver ratings was then computed for each behavioural domain and compared with those generated by healthy controls and their caregivers/family members. This approach, therefore, took into account the naturally occurring discrepancy between research participants and their caregivers/family members, and only discrepancy scores that were statistically different from control levels (p<0.05) were identified. The mean scores and their discrepancy for each behavioural domain are summarised in table 2.

Multivariate analysis of variance indicated a significant interaction effect (p<0.05), with post hoc tests confirming that the FTD sample as a whole consistently overestimated their abilities in eight of 17 domains (47%). This was four times the level of the AD sample (12%). Analysis of the FTD subtypes indicated that these differences were accounted for mainly by the SOC-DYSEX sample who were significantly discrepant in 10 of 17 domains (59%). This high level of discrepancy was in marked contrast to the FTD-aphasia subtype (12%) and its constituent PNFA (6%) and SD (18%) samples (p<0.01). Significant differences were evident for the domains of planning, cognitive flexibility, self-monitoring,
initiation, motivation/arousal, attention, memory, empathy, perspective taking aspects of empathy, and apathy. The other neurological samples exhibited only selective discrepancies. These included: apathy in all the clinical samples, suggesting that they viewed themselves as much more motivated and vital than their caregivers did; empathic concern in the overall aphasic subtype; self-monitoring and empathic concern in the SD subtype; and memory in the AD sample. The domains of excessive caution in the AD sample and perspective taking ability in the SD sample showed a statistical trend towards similar impairment. The SOC-DYSEX sample was clearly the most discrepant among clinical samples. This was reflected not only in the high number of affected behavioural domains but also by their elevated average discrepancy score in comparison with the other groups (fig 1).

When queried about whether the subjects exhibited any change in behaviour from their natural baseline (same–different analysis) on the modified Brock inventory items, a similar pattern of findings emerged. The SOC-DYSEX sample was significantly different from controls ($p<0.001$), failing to acknowledge behavioural change observed by caregivers in 10 of the 12 Brock scales (83%), in comparison with six of 12 scales for the FTD-aphasic sample (50%) and similar levels for the PNFA (42%) and SD (42%) subtypes. The AD sample showed no significant differences from controls. Thus, all FTD samples showed some failure to acknowledge behavioural change, but this was most frequent in the SOC-DYSEX subtype ($p<0.05$).

### Self-awareness of cognitive test performance

Although pretest and post-test ratings were collected for each cognitive measure, we found the pretest ratings to be highly variable with few significant correlations to actual test performance, even among controls subjects. Thus, we chose not to examine those data any further and focused on post-test ratings as the clearest indication of subjects’ direct awareness and monitoring of their cognitive abilities. Analysis of subjects’ actual scores on the cognitive tests showed a significant group difference on each test ($p<0.001$). With regard to actual versus judged performance, results indicated that the total FTD sample showed significant positive correlations, similar to healthy controls (table 3). This suggested that post-test ratings generally varied in accordance with actual performance levels. This pattern held up fairly well in the FTD-aphasic sample and its SD subgroup.

The SOC-DYSEX and PNFA samples each showed selective difficulty in judging performance on one task (word memory for the SOC-DYSEX sample and verbal fluency for the PNFA sample). These were the only samples with subjects who did not decrease their pretest rating after performing below the mean for their sample and for all neurological subjects (1/7 PNFA subjects and 2/9 SOC-DYSEX subjects). The AD sample showed levels comparable with controls and the total FTD group.

### DISCUSSION

We examined self-awareness, self-monitoring, and self-knowledge aspects of metacognition in patients with FTD using quantitative measures of their behavioural capacities as well as cognition. Self-judgements were compared with either the judgements of a close caregiver or to actual cognitive test scores. With regard to patient–caregiver comparisons, we took into account the natural variations that occur in behavioural ratings by identifying only those discrepancies that statistically exceeded those measured between healthy controls and their close caregivers, ensuring a more conservative analysis.

### Performance on the rating scales

In comparison with the AD and healthy control samples, patients with FTD showed significantly less self-awareness and self-knowledge of their daily behavioural abilities and deficits, even though they were somewhat younger. This was most evident in domains of arousal, attention, self-monitoring, planning, and empathy (including perspective taking and personal distress) and in rating of their apathy levels. Patients with FTD fared comparatively better when they were asked to judge performance on a specific cognitive task they had just completed, showing significant positive correlations to actual test scores. The difference between the two patterns of results may be related to the specific, episodic nature of the cognitive testing as opposed to more general patterns of their day to day functioning that may require more inferential processing and perspective taking. Patients with FTD appeared to vary widely in their metacognitive abilities, and our study design allowed analysis of multiple clinical subtypes.

FTD SOC-DYSEX patients with clinically prominent social and dysexecutive deficits were the most consistently and severely impaired in appreciating their everyday behavioural deficits. This was apparent in both quantitative ratings of their behavioural capacities and their acknowledgement of whether any change had indeed occurred. Their loss of awareness and knowledge was evident in multiple behavioural domains, spanning social–emotional functioning.
among the clinical groups. The AD sample was significantly contrast, the FTD-PNFA sample was different from the taking and emotional concern aspects of empathy. In particular tasks. Among the aphasic subjects, the FTD-SD deficit. The FTD-aphasic sample overall showed statistically significant discrepancies just in apathy and empathic concern. The large degree of agreement between aphasic participants and their caregivers provides further confidence in the accuracy of their language processing in these particular tasks. Among the aphasic subjects, the FTD-SD sample was significantly impaired in awareness of changes in self-monitoring, apathy and to a modest degree in perspective taking and emotional concern aspects of empathy. In contrast, the FTD-PNFA sample was different from the healthy controls only in their limited awareness of apathetic changes, though this was a modest difference, the least among the clinical groups. The AD sample was significantly impaired in awareness of memory and apathy changes only.

Our findings regarding empathy are particularly noteworthy. The FTD SOC-DYSEX sample was not only rated by caregivers with the lowest average scores of all the samples, but also showed the widest discrepancy from caregiver ratings. This was evident from the three question empathy domain of the Brock Scale and on the perspective taking dimension of empathy that encomasses more cognitively oriented processes of perceiving and considering another’s viewpoint or situation. These patients’ lack of awareness of empathic changes can be associated with significant interpersonal problems, as their view of themselves in relationship to others can differ dramatically from family members and caregivers. The only other FTD sample to show any empathy related discrepancies was the SD, with comparatively greater differences from caregiver ratings in perspective taking and empathic concern. The AD sample showed no significant discrepancies in empathic ratings.

Self-awareness of cognitive test performance

With regard to judging their cognitive test performances, we focused on the subjects’ post-test evaluations as the clearest indication of cognitive self-awareness. The pretest predictions of their cognitive test performance were difficult to interpret because subjects might well have had differing conceptions of what the test would entail and how easy or difficult it would be. In the analysis of post-test ratings of performance, FTD patients fared comparatively well, as only select difficulties were demonstrated. The FTD TOTAL, APHASIA, and SD samples as well as AD and healthy controls all showed significant positive correlations between actual test performance and judged performance on all three tasks. The FTD SOC-DYSEX patients were the only ones to poorly judge their learning performance and the FTD PNFA patients were the only ones to poorly judge their verbal associative fluency performance, but they were otherwise comparable with the controls.

Rating scales results versus self-judgement

The relative differences between the behavioural rating scale results and the judgement of test performance may have emanated from the fact that the judged test performance was immediately experienced and more straightforward with regard to its parameters (for example, number of words). Thus, FTD patients may be able to show accurate self-judgements under certain circumstances that are highly structured and well focused, essentially demanding fewer cognitive resources. In contrast, ratings of daily functioning and behavioural change were related to less specific situations and drew upon broader domains of self-knowledge and experiences across multiple settings and time frames. Such processing likely required greater utilisation of self-knowledge domains through synthesis of varied experiences over time, and drew upon more cognitive resources. In this sense, the deficits of self-awareness and self-monitoring in FTD, particularly among the FTD SOC-DYSEX subtype, correspond to a loss of self-knowledge as a representational domain. This impairment may become most evident in situations that necessitate more cognitive resources, compounding the loss of actual behavioural and emotional abilities in FTD. The pattern of metacognitive anosognosia appeared to separate FTD patients from AD patients as well as healthy controls. Furthermore, the patients with FTD SOC-DYSEX subtype showed far greater metacognitive anosognosia than those with the APHASIC subtype, including PNFA and SD, who may develop social-emotional changes but without the metacognitive component.

Further considerations

During data analysis, we informally observed a further trend; namely that there may be another subtype of FTD within the SOC-DYSEX sample. These are patients who present with primarily dysexecutive impairments that affect planning, organisation, cognitive flexibility and self-monitoring, but without the profound social-emotional and metacognitive deficits. This clinical pattern is reminiscent of focal lesions to the dorsolateral prefrontal region. We identified three such patients within this cohort. We suspect that a larger sample of patients with FTD may reveal additional cases that could eventually be analysed separately. Moreover, in future studies we plan to analyse these behavioural findings in relation to structural measures of brain atrophy so as to identify specific neural correlates and patterns. In the case of the SOC-DYSEX sample, we suspect that their metacognitive deficits will be related to prefrontal atrophy that affects primarily medial and orbital regions as described in the focal brain lesion literature.

CONCLUSION

Self-awareness and self-knowledge are important to adaptive social-emotional functioning because of the highly interactive nature of human behaviour. Self-awareness entails continuing perception of our behaviour, self-monitoring of its causes and effects, synthesis of experiences over time and space, and a working sense of self that is both historical and contemporary. The FTD patients in this study showed significant self-awareness and self-knowledge deficits across a variety of behavioural domains in comparison to patients with AD and healthy controls. Furthermore, FTD patients with progressive and clinically prominent social and dysexecutive impairments (FTD SOC-DYSEX) demonstrated the poorest self-awareness and self-knowledge of FTD subjects across social, emotional, and cognitive domains. This would suggest that an important underlying deficit is their loss of adaptive metacognitive resources. Further studies are needed to identify the specific cognitive and/or emotional processing correlates of this profound anosognosia by examining executive functioning, theory of mind, autonomic reactivity, and other processing functions in FTD. In addition, morphometric brain analyses are needed to investigate the neuroanatomical bases and pathophysiology of metacognitive anosognosia.
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